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Spartan City to be leveled next week
By Christine He ;rat%
Daily staff writer

Daly Ide photograph

Former occupants of Spartan City lived with asbestos in the complex

More than a month utter asbestos removal began. the condemned Spartan
City is scheduled to hec)))))c the target of
bulldozers next week if given the OK
from Forensic Analytical Specialties
Inc., an asbestos testing lab.
According to Hank lkndr,ckson. di lector of:operations/design, and construction at SJSU, asbestos v, as found in the
seam and corner tape id the walls during
the last inspection and the contractor is
waiting for a %sal % et to begin demolition.
Patrick Broderick of the Fcrma Corporation "thinks that he can demolish it
v, ’Mout the asbestos causing a hazard."
,aid Hendrickson. But if he can’t eei

the waiver. he will have to (remove it)
himself."
"We will probably begin demolition
next week." Broderick said.
Once the asbestos is removed, a firm
is hired by the university to oversee any
asbestos abatement program to determine
whether or not it has been properly done.
The c pany will be held liable if asbestos is found again. Hendrickson said.
It "acts as a third party that makes
sure that things have been done to the
specifications." Hendrickson said.
According to Hendrickson, the company goes into the buildings and takes
core samples in certain areas, such as the
floor and wall, If the company finds asbestos, it will direct that the asbestos be

Pikes’ charter
suspended for
hazing, drugs

Theft
attempt
shakes
tenants
By Tamara Thompson
Daily staff writer
Three intruders entered a Spartan Village apartment around
a.m. Sunday and tried to make oft
with belongings and the truck of a
sleeping resident.
The suspects, who are believed
to be juveniles. were still at large
Tuesday afternoon, said Richard
A. Staley, public information officer for the University Police Department.
The burglars entered apartment
122. which was occupied by three
sleeping residents through an unlocked window in the living room
area, UPD reports stated.
They barricaded the door to the
bedroom area with a yellow chair
that was wedged under the door
handle. said Staley.
The residents were stuck inside
the bedrooms for a while hut were
not injured.
We woke up to the police in our
apartment telling us that we were
burglarized." said Jeff White, one
of the apartment’s residents.
UPI) Sgt. Leon Aguirre, wim
was on patrol in the area, was ID l;
tied by a local resident that lii
youths were tampering with the
Ford truck in the parking lot at
Humbolt and Ninth streets.
The youths fled on toot in different directions when the citizen
shouted "Hey you!" and identified himself. Staley and White
said.
The youths left the pickup open
and a stash of goods in some
bushes along Ninth Street. said
White.
The door to the apartment was
also still Open. suggesting the burglars weren’t quite done. White
added.
Items found in the hushes included a touch-tone telephone, a
carrying case of compact discs,
two large kitchen knives. 30
pounds of dumbbell weights, a
wallet and a mountain bike.
See THEFT. back flap’

removed.
Once it has been determined and removed in accordance with federal and
state laws, the site is re -inspected in order
to proceed.
The asbestos is double-bagged.
sealed and transported to a landfill for
containment.
The S324.759 demolition of the site,
which began Feb. .5, is running on time
and on budget as far as its May 6 deadline. Broderick said.
The 10 apartment buildings on the
complex. once occupied by low-income
families, have been empty since 1988,
when the tire marshal declared that it was
unsafe according to violations in safety.
fire and architectural ct ides

By Tamara Thompson
Daily staff writer
Hazing and drug and alcohol violations were among the reason,
SJSUs chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity had its charter suspended
last week by the organization’s national headquarters.
John Mooney. director of chapter services for Pi Kappa Alpha’s
national headquarters. made the
announcement in a telephone press
release Tuesday.
The "1990 Women of San Jose
State" calendar. produced by the
Pikes last fall. was another violation of fraternity policy and standards, Mooney said.
"For those who think this is
only a result of the calendar, they
are mistaken," said Kevin Verti,
executive director of the Pikes’ national headquarters.
Mooney said the suspension
comes from a "culmination of
things," including violation of the
fraternity’s drug and alcohol policies.
References were also made to
episodes of hazing. defined as any
physical or mental activity that
pledges are forced to perform
against their will.
"We don’t want to list any specifics with regard to those. Most of
them (hazing incidents) were from
self-admission"
by
fraternity
members. Vern said.
With the chapter suspension.
current SJSU chapter members
will be placed on early alumni status and staff members of the Supreme Council will set up a receivership hoard to oversee decisions

Kelley Chinn
.ART ON THE MOVE A passing student examilleS ii rtisterions wooden sculpture that u as

Daily staff photographer

erected on the footpath in front of Clark Library
I hursda afternoon.

New alcohol and drug policy in development
By Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer
An Academic Senate committee is drafting
an alcohol and drug policy that will serve as an
alcohol guideline for campus organizations and
advertisers.
The policy still needs to be approved by
the senate and signed by SJSU President Gail
Fullerton. said Kathleen Wall, member of the
CORE committee and chair of the CORE education subcommittee.
The proposed plan would not replace alcohol policies already in effect. Wall said, but
would serve as a philosophy for other campus
organizations. Alcohol policies are in force in
departments like athletics and housing.
"It’s not necessarily prohibition.- said
Dale Phelps. peer counselor for PAACE. the
Prevention of Alcohol Abuse and Chemicals
through Education, an on -campus organization
working with the CORE committee. "It’s more
the incorporating of alcohol in campus life, if
it’s even necessary for campus life."
The goal of the policy, Wall said, is to

The proposal would also make the univerpromote a "responsible attitude" among the
sity conform to federal laws like the Drug-Free
students about alcohol.
"It’s one thing to sit in the bleachers Workplace Act of 1988, which requires all peodrinking a Budweiser." Phelps said. "But it’s ple that receive federal money to be drug free.
The Academic Senate started work on a
another taking two 32-ounce cardboard cartons
of beer, guzzling them down, then jumping on policy about three years ago, Wall said, because there was a recognition among the faculty
a looped back to the dorms."
According to the draft given to the Aca- and staff members and students that drugs and
demic Senate during the March 19 meeting, the alcohol were a problem.
Phelps said many of the students that repolicy would affect what the advertisers say and
ceived health and counseling services had some
how they say it. For example:
The policy wouldn’t let advertisers asso- kind of involvement with alcohol.
The Academic Senate decided to make a
ciate alcohol consumption with the performance of tasks that require skilled reactions like standing policy, referring the issue to a CORE
committee made up of students, faculty and
driving, operating machinery, sports. etc.
It wouldn’t let advertising suggest that staff. The committee, which has three subcomalcohol is necessary for social, sexual or aca- mittees. has been working on the policy for the
last two years. Phelps said.
demic success.
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman, chairThe advertiser cannot encourage any
man of the CORE committee, could not be
form of alcohol abuse.
Wall said she hopes the policy will get its reached for comment.
The policy will take into account different
second reading later this year. in which case the
Academic Senate would either approve or reject student interests and get input front student organizations like the Associated Students.
the proposal.

’For those who
think this is only
a result of the
calendar, they are
mistaken.’
Kevin Vera,
executive director.
Pi Kappa Alpha national
headquaters
and activities.
That board will also conduct a
review of. those chapter alumni
members and choose those who
would be eligible to join a re-organized chapter at SJSU in the fall.
"Those not invited back will remain on early alumni status and
will be prohibited front chapter
property and functions for a period
of two years," Mooney said.
The Pikes will be able to take
pan in fraternity rush and Homecoming activities next fall under
that receivership, but "current operations of the chapter in the fraternity name cease with this decision," Mooney said.
Once the receivership ends, the
charter may be re-instated. Mooney said.
The receivership board will then
become a chapter advisory board
and "provide guidance for the
chapter long into the future,"
Mooney said.
No SJSU Pi Kappa Alpha members could be reached for comment
Tuesday afternoon.

A.S. candidates
face each other in
run-off election
By Rob Neill
Daily staff writer
Four Associated Students directors will be chosen in a run-off
election today and Thursday.
Director of business affairs, director of intercultural affairs. director of personnel, and director of
sponsored programs will all be decided at the polls, open between 9
a.m. and 8 p.m.
Polling locations will be similar
to the general election held March
28 and 29.
The locations "are a little bit up
in the air." said Jim Cellini, associate director of Student Services.
"Clark Library and the Student
Union will be definite locations,
however SUREC isn’t for sure
yet," Cellini said,
The Monterey County Center.
an SJSU satellite campus. will also
have a ballot box with similar
hours.Voters will be able to donate
S2 from the A.S. general fund to
any recognized campus organizlion by writing the organization’s

code on the ballot.
Candidates for director of business affairs are Yogi Chugh and
Magdalena Aldana. Lisa Desai and
Jean Pierre Fusenig will compete
for director of intercultural affairs.
Nicole Launder and Drew
Roorda are running for the position
of director of personnel. and Don
Brooks and Damon Kali are the
candidates in the director of sponsored programs race.
The run-off elections resulted
after candidates entered in last
week’s general election failed to
receive a majority of votes.
None of the candidates were
available for comment Monday.
Cellini said he expected the
voter turnout to be less than 2344,
the number of ballots cast in last
week’s general election.
He said turnout in the run-off
election "varies enormously from
year to year, but it is less than the
general election."
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In memory
of King

UPD serves the community

By Robert %1,ilidtd

Editor.

This letter is in response to a letter written by
Bnan Sasaki that appeared in the March 30 issue of
the Spartan Daily. In the letter. Mr. Sasaki expressed
his views on the "willingness" of the University Police Department to help a stranded student.
After leaving his headlights on all day and returning to a dead battery, he went to the UPD information window to get some help. He claims he was
told that he couldn’t he helped because all the cars
were tied up." Mr. Sasaki questions how all the cars
could be tied up if four of them and one police van
were sitting out in front of the UPD.
It’s simple: the standard swing shift (4 p.m. to 12
a.m. is tilled with one sergeant and two officers, as
well as numerous student assistants not approved to
drive patrol vehicles. On the night in question, those
seemingly "inoperative" cars in the lot were simply
not in use. Surely you can see the necessity and rationale behind a police department having more vehicles
than are used in a standard shift.
Now, Mr. Sasaki, what exactly are you expecting? Maybe a reply somewhere along the lines of
"OK. here are the keys to vehicle 891. Be sure to
bring our police car back. Oh, and please refrain from
playing with the lights and siren."
There is more to it. however. Jump starts are one
of the few courtesy services that the UPD does not
handle for one simple reason: the state is not willing to
risk damaging equipment worth thousands of dollars.
Mr. Sasaki claims that he commutes from Mountain
View everyday. I suggest he call Mountain View Police Department some afternoon and, just out of curiosity, tell them you would like them to jump start
your car. They would probably hold back a chuckle
and politely inform you that you had reached the police department and not AAA.
UPD, on the other hand, will gladly call AAA.
for you and even provide an escort if you would prefer
not to wait alone. And, although state vehicles cannot
be used to jump start other cars, parking services do
have cables that can he lent out to stranded motorists.
Due to the more community oriented environment of campus, UPD willingly provides services not
standard for most departments. These public assistance actions, commonly termed "courtesy services"
are rarely recognized for what they really are.
Shannon K. Paulsen
Sophomore
Administration of justice

Death’s double standard
Editor.
Now, let me get this straight. Because Robert
Alton Harris suffered from a brutal childhood, resulting in brain damage, we are told that he should be afforded clemency
jected to the death
,pen, and not
alty.
Capital punishmelrike are told, is a barbatic
practice, a remnant of less civiltzed times, and should
be consigned to the dust bin of history. All human
lives, we are told (including that of the condemned
killer) possess dignity and worth before God.
Meanwhile, an unborn child who may be born
into disadvantaged circumstances should, as we are
all told, be snuffed out with no recourse to due process of law, a system of appeal or psychiatric evaluations. After all. we are told that abortion is a modem
20th century right, befitting our age, which any
woman should be able to exercise on demand.
And as for the idea that all lives possess inherent
dignity before God? That principle which enjoys
such prominence in reference to murderers mysteriously fades out of the picture when it comes to prehorn children.
Pardon me everyone, but have I missed something somewhere along the lines?
Sasha W. Kwapinski
Graduate student
Elementary education

Letter policy
I he Spartan MO welcomes letters to the editor. All letters may he editedfor grammar, libel and
length. The writer’s name, class level, major and
home phone number (nor for publication) must accompany all letters. Letters may be delivered to the
Spartan Daily newsroom in Walhquist Library
North 104 or the Student Union information desk.

Spartan Daily
Published for the University and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications Since 1934

Capital punishment is not necessary
For the first time in 23 year.
Californians came ever so close Ii. REPORTERS’ FORUM
legally killing a person. Thanh
God they stopped themselves
for the time being.
I am sure you have all heard that
Robert Alton Harris was scheduled
to be executed at San Quentin
prison yesterday, and as most proponents of the death penalty agree,
he deserves to die.
Sure, I can understand the people that really believe the cliche,
"an eye for an eye" but who has
the right to decide to take some- Sure, I can
one’s lifel
Have you ever really thought understand the
about the process and the manner people that really
in which convicted murderers are
believe the cliche,
sent to their deaths?
For weeks, Harris has sat next to "an eye for an eye"
his seat of death, thinking about
his life as he stares directly toward but who has the
the gas chamber that could be his right to decide to
last memory.
How would you like to be him?! take someone’s life?
personally can’t imagine looking
my own grim reaper in the face for tion chambers.
that amount of time. What would I
For as long as I can remember, I
have for my last meal? What have always thought that it is
would you think about for those wrong in every way to kill someweeks, knowing that you are going one regardless of who they are.
to die?
Now judges and prosecutors beExecutions have changed over lieve that they can play God, that
the years: hangings, electrocution they have the ablilty to make that
and gas chambers are the main kind of decision. Maybe Judge
ways used to execute a criminal in John T. Noonan Jr. of the 9th U.S.
our society today.
Circuit Court of Appeals began to
The thickness of the rope, the wonder whether he could live with
1,900 volts that are shot into the himself after he sentenced a person
person for 30 seconds or the to die.
amount of sodium cyanide pellets
When 1 have asked people
to be used, can all have an effect whether they are in favor of the upon the success of the execution.
coming execution, most say that
What is happening in the Golden they are because in some way they
State is being watched by the rest think that Harris deserves to die.
of the country.
What Harris did was a heinous
Six of the 10 states that allow act, killing two boys in cold blood
the death penalty have not exethen robbing a bank, but will it
cuted anyone since 1976, and they
make it all better by killing him? I
are watching the reactions of the
really don’t think so.
people in our state before they
I think that Harris should never
begin to fire up their own execusee the light of day again but I have

a problem with killing someone for
punishment. No one has the right
to play God.
I was appalled by the reactions
to the crowd surrounding the
prison when serial killer Ted
Bundy died in Florida’s electric
chair. Slogans like "Roast in
Peace" and the happy, almost
joyous, screams that came from
the crowd made me sick. What
Bundy did was horrible, but the actions of the crowd were just as bad.
I am not defending these criminals. What they did was wrong and
they should pay for it. I just think
that no one has the right to to decide who should live and who
should die. Not the justice system
and not the criminals.
Proponents of the death penalty
say that executions are cheaper
than holding prisoners for the rest
of their lives.
This argument is a complete fallacy. The legal costs that are incurred by the appeals process will
run into the millions.
For example, in Florida it costs
taxpayers $3,178,000 to put a person to death. That amount of
money would support a prisoner
for 240 years.
The United States is the only
western industrial country that still
executes people and rank among
the top ten in number of exectuions
per year. Iran, Iraq and Nicaragua
join the United States as countries
that still execute people on a regular basis. That is nothing to be
proud of.
Right now the only states that
currently execute prisoners are in
the south and the Harris execution
may cause many states to follow
suit. I can only pray that something
like that will never happen.
Michael Moeller is a Dally staff
writer
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Campus recycling needed
Editor,
I am responding to Tina Elizando’s letter printed
in the March 20 issue of the Spartan Daily. She has
clearly read too much into my letter. I took neither a
pro nor con stance on the issue of expanded polystyrene, yet she makes me out to be ignorant.
I would like to say that I am blissfully aware that
pentane, butane and HCFCs are becoming the major
blowing agents in expanded polystyrene foam products. She says that HCFCs also destroy stratospheric
ozone but to a lesser degree than CFCs. I agree with
this statement, but she doesn’t state how much
HCFCs destroy the ozone. Depending upon the exact
type of HCFCs, they are about 2 to 10 percent as
harmful to the ozone layer as are CFCs. I also am
quite aware that pentane and butane create tropospheric ozone or smog.
If you read Ms. Elizando’s letter carefully she
furthers my point of degradability not being the answer. She states that landfills are not designed to expose refuse to sunlight and oxygen, which are necessary to promote degradation. So, if the majority of
garbage ends up in landfills or incinerators, why make
something degradable. What is the definition of degradable? Is this something that will breakdown in
two. 10. 50. 20,000 years? The packaging product

doesn’t tell you this. Uranium 238 is degradable over
millions of years.
Marketing personnel, in order to get more people
to buy their products. are claiming that their packaging is degradable and environmentally safe. The
only place that garbage is going to degrade is in Ms.
Elizando’s backyard where it will get plenty of sun
and oxygen. Thus the marketing scam of the 80s unfolds.
My statement about source reduction includes
the idea of reusables, but, when reusables breakdown
or wear out, what are we to do? If we recycle these
items then further reduction of the solid waste stream
can be had. As for plastics being a non-renewable resource, this is true. But, plastics currently total 2 percent of the total petrochemical production. Tina Elizando does not talk about the SAFER organizations
alternative to expanded polystyrene cups. These are
the polyethylene lined paper cups, which are not recycled or reused and don’t degrade when put into
landfills.
I think that SAFER’s goal should be to increase
source reduction and recycling efforts on campus. The
next time someone wishes to respond to a letter they
should read the letter more than once.
Brian Tudor
Senior
Industrial technology
President-loPP/TAPPI
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Martin Luther King, Nobel Prize winRener and civil rights leader, was gunned
down by James Earl Ray on the balcony
of his Memphis hotel room, 22 years ago today
The Baptist minister was the champion of
the black civil rights movement and at times,
seemed never tired of turning the other cheek
He preached non-violence but experienced a violent death in 1968.
Few black or white students know very
much about the civil rights leader, said Steven
Millner, chairman of the Afro-Amencan studies
Jepanment who teaches a class covering King’s
entire life.
When King was assassinated. I was still
wearing short pants and suspenders. riding my
tricycle up and down Bristol Avenue and displaying a "John John (Kennedy) " haircut. I
had no clue to the assassination’s significance.
Millner emphasized that King had three
phases to his protest of American society.
In his first stage, he was young and naive
and hopeful about change. Included among his
first stage activities were the Montgomery bus
boycott in 1953 and the prayer pilgrimage to
Washington D.C. in 1957. Approximately 25.000 protesters participated.
In his middle years, he was jailed more
than 20 times and his attitude began to harden.
In 1963 he gave his "I Have a Dream" speech.
The Civil Rights Act passed in 1964 forbidding discrimination on the basis of color and
in 1967-68 "King was flirting openly with socialism," Millner said. He was an anti-war
leader.
Millner. a college student at the time of
King’s assassination, was in a French class
when he heard the news.
"I was stunned. I left and drove home in a
fog," Millner said.
Student’s reactions ranged from sadness to
shock to outrage. he said. Black students in the
south were not surprised, it was inevitable.
Quiet rage led to the Black Panther movement,
Millner said, which stood for a complete socialist revolution. They welcomed blacks and
whites to join in the effort, Millner said.
In Washington D.C. federal troops
guarded the White House after blacks defied
curfews to loot shopping areas near the capitol.
Crowds were dispersed with tear gas. In New
York, crowds invaded Manhattan smashing
windows and looting stores and in Chicago a
woman was shot dead by a sniper.
Many students participated in candlelight
parades and vigils. Many requested that classes
be canceled.
MILLNER returned home the day of the
assassination to "Little Africa," an area
located outside of Pasadena. He recalls
how small groups of friends left their homes and
set fire to downtown businesses.
"Some of my friends said they were going
to shoot the first white person they saw,"
Millner said.
Millner said many Southern whites celebrated openly. In Montana some responses
were. "They finally got him:’
I remember my father discussing King’s
death with me. He had many black friends at
work and wasn’t sure how they would react.
Would they be angry at him because he was
white? He didn’t know what to say to them. The
assassination was only discussed on a surface
level.
I realize that there are certain aspects of
King’s difficulties that I could never really understand because I am not Afro-American. I can
relate a little because I am a Mexican-American
and have learned of disciminatory acts brought
upon my family.
We are all supposedly created equal
according to the constitution but some are more
equal than others. We must study our past mistakes in regard to this subject to fully understand
what needs to be accomplished in the future.
"A lot came out of King’s assassination."
Millner said.
He sights the Afro-American studies department as one of these accomplishments.
King "contributed to change but didn’t fulfill
his vision of America," Millner said.
He was interested in economic change in
society as well as cosmetic, Millner said.
If he were alive today, King would be appalled at the conditions of many of today’s
blacks, Millner said.
Millner cited examples such as the 50 percent dropout rate of Los Angeles black high
school students and of residential segregation in
in Chicago.
"It’s worse now than (it was) then,"
Millner said.
In the 1960s, violence was directed toward
national leaders, Millner said.
"King was well aware of that," Millner
said. "King made a statement after JFK was assassinated. He didn’t expect to live to be 40.":
King had a similar response when Malcolm X was assassinated in 1965.
Although we were not alive or old enough
to understand at the time King’s actions, we
should not forget the goals he had in mind.
.
His speaking ability such as his "Dream"
speech sends chills down my spine. We all have
a dream what America should be like. Isn’t that
what America is all about?
Robert Mallard is an Associate Editor
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Campus repairs in progress

YesterDaily
hecauAe man) viudenn are run
on l’atlipM3 evert day. Yesternaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous day’s top stories.
Todd Cronin, who was asked to
step down front his position as
Inter-fraternity Council president
by Student Services last week, refused to relinquish his position at
the !EC meeting MondayLi

Officials receiving bids for work
By ’laniard "thompson
Daily stall writer
One look at the SJSU Engineering building is reminder
enough that the Oct. 17 Lorna
Meta earthquake shook and damaged the campus.
But the broken tiles, now
marked with ink pen for identification, are just one of the many
earthquake repairs that have yet to
be completed here.
SJSU sustained an estimated
$1 .17 million in damage, not including the total devastation of the
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories in Monterey.
Nearly six months after the
quake, the only work that has been
completed is immediate repairs
,needed to get the campus operating
again after the temblor, said Mc
Qayoumi, associate vice president
of facilities development and operations at SJSU.
Clark and Wahlquist libraries
had their torqued bookshelves secured before the end of October.
Bookshelves in faculty offices
have all been secured, and some
electrical and cement work has
been done.
. An air unit in Sweeney Hall was
reinstalled after coming loose from
its footing.
But many of the repairs are still
planned.
Officials are still in the process
of receiving bids for structural, architectural and electrical follow-up
work that make up the bulk of the
repair efforts.
That "follow-up work" includes having glaziers fix the Engineering building tiles and filling
the cracks that are noticeable all
over campus with epoxy.

SJSE Was lucky, Qayoums said.
because it didn’t have any real
structural failures.
"We saw cracks but none were
the result of element failures" such
as the collapse of a column or support beam, he said.
Nolte and Associates, a structural engineering firm from San
Jose. inspected the campus Oct. IN
and found mainly cosmetic damage.
"We got a good bill of health
for all our buildings," SJSU President Gail Fullerton told the Daily
Oct. 24.
Although the original estimate
of $1.17 million was handed down
just days after the quake by a capital construction estimating firm
working for CSU, "solid figures"
will be available sometime in the
next two months, Qayoumi said.
"I don’t think it has really
changed in a major way." he
added.
"We have estimates and we
have to refine those estimates."
The Federal Emergency Management Agency reviewed the
damage in early February and is in
the process of compiling its damage survey report for the campus.
Qayoumi said the university and
FEMA agree on the scope of the
damage but not necessarily on the
cost.
CSU will pay the initial expenses, or "working capital" out
of a revolving emergency fund.
After CSU pays the contractors
for their work. FEMA "will pay
CSU based on the invoices." he
said.
FEMA
traditionally
covers
about 80 percent of a loss, he said.
The rest is expected to he coy -

A week after the SJSU Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity was suspended by
its national headquarters, the president of several other campus fraternities signed a letter asking the

TODAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible Study, noon,
S U Montalvo Room. Call 298-0204.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: PreFaster communal celebration of reconciliation 7 30 p m . Campus Ministry Chapel
110th and San Carlos) Call 298-0204
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
Testimony Meeting. 11:30 a.m., S.U. Montalvo Room. Call 258-1035.
SJSU PEER AIDS EDUCATION: Sexuality
and You Sex in the ’80s, 10 a.m., Student
Union Middle Level. Call 924-6136.
BUL-LYT: Weekly Meeting, 12:30 p.m., FO
104.
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Women’s support
group, 330 p.m. to 5 p.m.. Admin 201.
brown bag lunches. noon, S.U. Pacheco
Room Call 924-5930
FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB: Open
Gaming. 6 p m to 11 pm SU Costanoan
Room Call 924.7097
ARMY ROTC: Bunny Shoot. April 4 10 a.m
to 4 30 p m MacOuarrie Hall
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY:
Seminar Vertically Nested Regional Nurm)rcal Weather Prediction Model 4 p m DH
615 Call 924-5200

national Pike officials to reconsider.
0
The ROTC should be hooted off
campus because the program
squelches academic freedom and
critical thinking, and casts SJSU in
:he role of training killers, according to some members of a faculty
group.
r
An expanded policy concerning
free alumni use of the Event Center
was passed by the Student Union
Board of Directors on March 27.

SJSU Today
Prelim manes br the Hitth Dr
Dorothy Kaucher Contest in oral
interpretation will be held in the
Studio Theatre April 18 at 12:30.
The contest, which is open to all
SJSU students, will award $150 to
the winner and prizes to all runners-up at the finals April 25.
For more information, contact
Mitch Green at 924-4567.

COPY
2 1/2
5,000 Flyers for S90
20 Lb. White

Copy Impression
244-0460
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Daily file photograph
Structural engineers examine the broken tiles on the Engineering Building on the day after last year’s 7.1 earthquake.
ered by the state Office of Emer- plete the campus repairs.
"That may sound like a long
gency Services, he said.
time but We will have it done be
Qayoumi said it will take an- fore a lot of" other universities
C0111- that suffered quake damage.
other )),in to eight month.,

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: on .90-91 budget. 3 p m . Council Cham- San Carlos) Call 298-0204
Law information day. 11 a.m. to 3pm .SU beres.
Umunhum: Career exploration by computer, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION:
230 p.m., BC 13: Summer job hunting tech- Testimony meeting. 11 30, S U Montalvo
niques, 5:30 p.m., Sit. Almaden. Call 924- Room. Call 258-1035.
6030 .
THURSDAY
PHI ALPHA THETA: Annual book sale, 9:30 LESBIANiGAY AND
BISEXUAL ALLIANa.m. to 3:30 p.m.
CEMeeting and party, 4:30 p.m. to 630
PSI CHI HONOR SOCIETY: Bi-weekly club p.m.. SU Guadalupe Rm. Call 236-2002.
meeting. 2 p.m Psi Chi Lounge. DMH 337. AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL: Weekly
Call 243-9854
Meeting, 7 p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room; inforSTUDENT AFFLIATION FOR ENVIRON- mation table, 10 a.m to 2 p m., in front of
MENTAL RESPECT: Meeting, 5 p.m., Envi- the Student Union. Call 257-6050.
ronmental Resource Center. DMH 235A. CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: -X
Call 924-5467
Need Not Apply Prejudice and Privilege.
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS: Open Forum 7 p.m.. Campus Ministry Center (10th and

Join the Leader In Consumer Electronics Retailing!
Your college degree or sales/sales management experience may
already make you an excellent candidate What more? Your integrity.
enthusiasm and interest in Retail Management We seek success
driven individuals with a need and desire tu use their sales talents.
work hard, and achieve
SUCCESS PACKAGE
Comprehensly Rtall Mariginent Training Program
immedit compensation on sell pilidormric cornsisiing of
commission with minimum guront
Ampl opportunity tor advancmoni due to rapid expansion
AtIrctive Bonus Plan for Stor Managers computed on
Stor Profitability
Benefits Mod only an International, billion dune, phes
company cn provide
"A place of Out action" with Stock Porches. and Sayings
Investment Plena (with matching company contributions)
SO, if you’re interested in management management ol a store
management ol your luture
Contact Me Nowl
Sign up now for our company’s On Campus Intorvlaws, April 4,
in your career placement center, or call Donald Clifford
at 1-415-866-1521.
m
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Communicate In Color
Now At lanko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies!
Presentations
Displays
Charts/Graphs

Transparencies

Sales Flyers
Even Copy From Slides!

Open Early, Late, & Weekends

295-4336
310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)

kinkoss.
the copy center
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Totally natural SMARTFOOCY’ Air-popped popcorn smothered in whrte cheddar cheese

SUPRO Presents

"IF YOU NEED TO WORK TO
GET THROUGH SCHOOL,
YOU NEED TO SEE UPS."
’I need twothingsto get
through school good grades
and money I can take care
of the first all by myself. and
UPS is helping me take care
of the second They gave
me a part-time job that really
pays
"I make almost $WAN
year for working about 4
hours a day. 5 days a week
But get th,s. UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up
to$25,000 a year for college
Compare that anywhere
else I also got my choice of
se Ind s mornings.
afternoons or nights My work
hours fit around my class
45
hours Most Students work in
Operations And upon graduation, full-time positions are available
in Accounting. Industrial Engineering I S or Customer Servtce
"No other company offers more to students than UPS Talk to
them Get what you need to get your diploma"
To schedule an interview, contact your Campus Job Plac
mint Officio. VVe are an equal opportunity employer
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WOW FOR US.
(Ups

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION

_s

RETAIL
MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES

Sparta Guide
SparlaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. The
deadline for entries is 10 am. No
phone-in items will be accepted.
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The Sacred Music of

Theolonius Monk
111111101

Wednesday, April 4 Noon to 1 pm

4040

EVIDENCE

with Bill Douglas

015.1

At*

In the Student Union Amphitheatre
1
11044

Thursday, April 5 Noon to 1 pm

*444
4144

Be Bop and Beyond

IDr
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Morrison a hit in first year, players say
By %tic had Moeller

SPARTAN

Dady stall wnier

1 he eir id Stan Morrison has
begun After the completion of his
Iirst year al SJSU. Morrison has
started to build the foundation of a
new program, and ire:cording to his
players. he is doing r great toll
Morrison was not given an easy
task to perform. He entered the
basketball program alter 10 members from the previous seasons
team quit :MCI a series of disputes
with Hill Heirs, the head coach at
that time
With only two players returning.
Morrison recruited almost an entire
new team and tried to put it together
According to freshman Terry
Cannon. Morrison did the hest
with what he has had this season.
"Most of the players that he recruited he had never seen on the
court, most of it had been through
word of mouth,’’Cannon said.
"Something he always said during the season was that we could
make lemons into lemonade:
something sweet out of sonuhing
sour

Senior Tom Desiano and Dwain
Daniels were the only two players
that didn’t walk off the team two
seasons ago. According to De slant). Morrison has brought "new
lute into a program that was down
in the dumps."
"I think that the biggest thing

SPORTS
that Mom siin

into the

was his positive attitude."
Desiano said.
"I was wound up to play for him
last season. Morrison is a great
Motivator, he can get a player to
perform at his hest ’
When asked to compare Morrison with former coach Berry he
said that the two coaches approach
the game differently.
"Berry shows his feelings more
vocally than Morrison," Desiano
said.
*The two coaches have totally
different approaches to the game.
To Stan, it is important that the
players learn why they are doing
something, and that they understand the whole picture." he said.
"I also think that Morrison has a
lot more patience than Berry did.
Both of the coaches were different
hut I learned a lot from both of
them.’
Senior center Kenne Young also
played for Berry before taking the
1988-89 season off. Young had
stronger words when it came to
comparing Berry and Morrison.

grain

’ ’There is no comparison. Morrison is a better coach, Young
said.
’Coach Morrison explores your
talents and enhances them.
Whereas Berry felt that every players had a role to fill. And if you
didn’t fit into his roles then you
didn’t play.
"I just think that Morrison is the
hest thing the program could have
asked for at this time. I don’t think
that there are many people that
would have been able to withstand
the adversity that he went
through. ’’
The biggest problem the team
faced this season was the lack of a
foundation. Last season was a time
of learning for the whole team.
"This past season was tough because, there was a lot of things that
he didn’t know and that we didn’t
know.’ said freshman Philip
Crump.
"The team accomplished a lot in
practices everyday. We always
gave 110 percent and we parcticed
hard at learning the new system.
The main thing was learning the
plays. Now I think that the players
have a good idea about the system
and how things work," he said.
According to Robert Dunlap, a
freshman center, Morrison never
let the team’s attitude get down.
Dunlap said Morrison told them
during the team’s seven game losing streak, that he had never lost

’Coach Morrison
explores your
talents and
enhances them.
Whereas Berry
felt that every
players had a role
to fill. And if you
didn’t fit into his
roles then you
didn’t play.’
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Kenne Young.
senior center

that many games in a row in his entire coaching career. Dunlap felt
that Morrison’s speech gave the
team the spark they needed to win
a couple of games.
"I think that the hest thing that
Morrsion brought into the club was
his postiveness." Dunlap said.
"He always gave you an option.
he set up goals with a postive point
to it. He would say to build up on
one point or on another depending
on what we needed to work on."
M Sermon
Cannon also had high remarks Shannon
Datty stall photographer
Morrison,’ ’He is always checking
up on you, and the first to help you Stan Morrison spoke Id the Cuperin a situation. I feel that after you tino Chamber of l’ommerce about
met Stan Morrison and you never his experience oith collegiate athbounced a basketball again, he letes s, ho has e drug problems.
would still care about me and how
I was. He is much more interested
Chinchiolo
volley.
his
put away
in the individual and how we are
was able to claw hack to deuce.
doing."
With his first season behind
After falling behind to ad out.
Chinchiolo again attacked the sec- him, Morrison will begin preparond serve, approached the net and ing for next year’s competition.
"I don’t think that Morrison has
put away a backhand volley to
to do anything different, hut the
bring the score to deuce. The next players do," Cannon said. "1..1,t
point, he attacked serve again. season statistics was not because ii
This time, he put away a forehand ability hut because of mental ei
volley.
rors. This season I learned what n
was like to lose and I don’t like it.
At break point for the game,
set and match
Farren double because of that I have more incen
titve hi win
faulted.
"I guess my strategy worked,"
Chinchiolo said.

Chinchiolo wins match for SJSU
ble %%Mt that
By Nick I. islier
But in the thud set. 1-arren’s
Daily staff Miler
Mike Chinchiolo broke serve in serve showed sonic y ulnerahility.
the lust game of the third set to win He was easily holding serve until
his No. 1 singles match, while the the sixth game. After double faultrest of the Spartans were swept in ing and then hitting a backhand
straight sets by Long Beach State into the net. Farren gave Chinin a Big West Conference men’s chiolo two break points.
But Farren came right back with
tennis match Monday.
The 5-1 loss at the Alamaden an ace and then a service winner to
Valley Athletic Club in San Jose bring the game score to deuce. Fardropped SJSU’s record to 6-13 ren won the game to keep the set
overall and 0-3 in the Big West. on serve.
Chinchiolo didn’t get any more
Long Beach State improved its
opportunities to break until the
overall record to 8-1 I .
In the No. 1 singles match. score was 5-4. After being down
Chinchiolo was pitted against the 15-40 in the .game, Chinchiolo
started taking advantage of Far49ers’ Derek Farren.
In the first two sets. Farren’s ren’s weaker second serve.
"He rushes his shots," Chinblistering first serve kept Chinchink) from breaking serve. Chin- chink) said. ..’1 thought if I atchink) was able to break once in tacked IfiS"Settlfitf AerIve I would
the first set to win, 7-5. But in the make him think about it and cause
second set. Farren held, broke him to hit balls into the net."
Chinchiolo attacked the second
Chinchiolo and won, 6-4.
"In the first set, he was just serve by hitting it on the rise, chipbooming his serve in," Chichiolo ping an approach shot and attacksaid. "Aber I started getting my ing the net. Farren, forced to make
rhythm on it, he started spinning it a passing shot, either missed or
high to my backhand. I have trou- gave Chinchiolo an opportunity to
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Hiring Part Time / Full Time

Corwosh Help
in Person
2345 South 7th / Tully
San Jose

Expertencod Cashier /
Apply

A

G ISTERTO VOTE

AVOI

...for Me Yune 5th Primary at Me:

Associated Students
Business Office.

With the win, Chinchiolo won
his eigth-straight singles match.
He improved his individual record
is 15-8.

KNO

In other matches, Marco Redaelli defeated Mauricio Cordova
(SJSU), 6-3, 6-0; Scott Pothast defeated Toby McElravey (SJSU), 64, 6-3; Nader Fararji defeated
GuyTakahashi SJS311, 6-1, 6- I .
Long Beach State’s Mike Phipps
won his match by default.
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San Jose State University
presents
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LAW INFORMATION
frPle
DAY
WED. April 4, 1990
Umunhum Room
Student Union
SJSU
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’40

11:00 AM

11:30 AM

12:30 PM

1:15 PM

OPEN HOUSE
Informal session with
selected law school
representatives
LAW CAREERS
Panel of lawyers and
professionals discuss types of
employment
WHAT’S LAW SCHOOL
REALLY LIKE?
Law students discuss the
reality of law school in the Bay
Area
ADMISSIONS STORY: HOW
TO GET INTO AND PAY
FOR LAW SCHOOL
Law admissions officers
present preparation and
requirements for law school
entrance

MAI

API

All
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The 40),000-gallon spill Feb
7 by the tanker Amencan Trader
Is now just an unpleasant memory, he said The crude is gone
and the shoreline between Huntington Beach and Newport
Beach is cleaner than ever.
Full -page, color USA Today
newspaper advertisements running today are designed to promote spring break and summer
vacations at Orange County’s
beach resorts.
"Come witness one of the finest surfing schools on the West
Coast. You don’t have to hang
10 or shoot the curl to have a
good time," reads the S73,000a-page ad featuring dolphins.
There is no mention of the spill.
But 100 miles inland, the sunbaked Palm Springs oasis notorious for spring break madness
has bluntly declared it doesn’t
want to host the teen-age exercise in excess.
Libidinous high school and

WASHINGTON (API -Nearly
one-third of American women
aged 35 to 44 have chosen to be
surgically sterilized to avoid having more children, according to a
new government study.
"The continuing increase in
sterilization keeps surprising me,"
Dr. William D. Mosher of the National Center for Health Statistics
said Monday.
Sterilization was the choice of
almost one women in six in the
common childbearing ages of 15 to
44. said the study by the center, a
division of the Department of
Health and Human Services.
As of 1988, the report said, 16.6
percent of women aged 15 to 44
had been surgically sterilized as a
contraceptive measure. That was
up from about 13 percent in 1982.
That means that sterilization has
become nearly as popular as the
birth control pill, which was used
by 18.5 percent of women.
Mosher said the increase in sterilization largely stems from
women 30 and over who want no

college students, bent on celebrating booze, sun and each
other, traditionally descend on
this desert resort with one motive
in mind - to party down.
"They aren’t coming down to
enjoy Palm Springs. They are
coming down to cruise a small
portion of highway," said Cullen He added that residents and
merchants "would like to see
spring break go away."
The message is we would
prefer that they don’t come down
here." he said. "This has been a
growing sentiment ever since II
started getting out of control in
the 191tOs and after the riot ot
1986."
Rigid law enforcement will be
the key to deterring rowdiness,
measures adopted after the nearriot of 1986 at which unruly
toughs harassed motorists, pulled
off women’s clothes and hurled
bottles.

more children. The highest rate of
surgical stenlization. 32.5 percent.
was among those aged 35 to 44.
the report said.
By comparison. just 1.6 percent
of women aged 15 to 24 had undergone sterilization. The rate is 16.6
percent in the 26-34 age group.
"We know from other research
... that by age 30 or so that about
three-quarters of women who have
been married have had all the
births they want.
"They have 10 to 15 years left
when it is physically possible to
conceive, but they don’t want to.
That’s a long time at risk of pregnancy but wanting no more
births," Mosher said in a telephone interview.
Most of these women have used
the pill in the past and want to use
some form of contraception that is
as effective as the pill. or close to
it. he said. That limits them to
three options: going back to the
birth control pill or either male or
female sterilization. said Mosher.
Nearly one-fourth of all cur-

ready married women, 23.4 percent, had been sterilized surgically, the study found That was an
increase from 18.7 percent in
1982.
Among widowed, divorced and
separated women the rate was even
higher. 29.2 percent in 1988. up
from 21.8 percent Only 2.7 percent of single women had been
sterilized, but that was up from 1.3
percent in 1982
Male sterilization, on the other
hand, has changed little over the
years. Mosher noted. It increased
from 6.1 percent of men in 1982 to
7.0 percent in 1988.
Use of condoms by partners of
"never-married" women, meanwhile, doubled from 4.1 percent in
1982 to 8.2 percent in 1988, the
study found. For married women
the rate rose from 9.4 percent to
10.6 percent in the same period.
Even so, birth control pills remained the leading method used by
single women. at 24.7 percent in
1988, up from 1t4.7 pcicent
1982.

Seven Second Delay

DEMOLITION: Asbestos removed
From page I
The proposal approved by the
fire and architectural codes.
board of directors on Nov. 1.
Once the demolition is com- 1989, calls for a new child-care
pleted, the site will be graded for center, with the capacity of up to
temporary use as a park and ride 152 children, a new athletic comfacility.
plex to replace the field complex.
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Women choose sterilization

Students told to stay away
LOS ANGELES (API
After years of spring -break mayhem. the city fathers of Palm
Springs, including rock singerturned Mayor Sonny Bono, are
spreading the word to youthful
revelers: STAY AWAY!
"We don’t see any value in
having all these kids here," said
city spokesman Frank Cullen.
"We don’t want to encourage
any participation here Easter
week."
But in neighboring Orange
County, where the images of seaside resorts are still soiled following a winter oil spill, officials
are spending thousands of dollars
to lure sun -seeking students to
newly -scrubbed shores.
"We’re ready for them! We’re
excited to have our beaches
ready for Easter vacation. I know
the merchants are gearing up for
them and we expect a good
crowd," said Huntington Beach
Mayor Toni Mays.
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parking and student apartments.
"It’s a prime piece of land," Hendrickson said. "There would be no
problem locating something on
that land in the future."

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVOW,. Buy or sell Call rne today
(local Avon Rep) & I will send
book to your how. or business!
Super specials to, everyone
Share the book with fernlly. coworkers & Mende & receive up to
50% off on your own order’ Thank
you Also. good parttime Income
for the holidays Call JANE Cl 251.
5942
GO FOR THE GOLD‘
All this week, stop by the
.Student Activities &
Services OffIce
next to the Pub to pick up daily
clues to help you find the
Golden Egg

1200 Grand
onto certificate and many other
prizes

Funded

by

Associated

Students --- co-sponsored by
Spartan Shops 9265950 for more
inforrnetion

BRIDAL MAGAZINE looking tor creative wthers This le greet ppm
tunny for those interested Contact KRISTINA at (408)292-5100
CHILDCARE

your expertise, knowledge In your
study. field of interest or hobby
17 951.11. you where luau & what
to ask tor at local agencies who
will Assisi

you free of charge
Please send check to MART. Bow
110266, Campbell. Ca. 95008

PERSONAL LOANS up to 125001!!’
(Subject to credit approval) Carl
WASHINGTON

SQUARE
FEDERAL Credit Union at (4011) 947-

7273
STUDENT DENTAL,OPTICAL PLAN.
Enroll now! Save your teeth, eyes
and money, loo

Cleanings and
office visite at no charge For brochure see A S office (Student
Health Center) or call (408)371.
6811 in San Jose
SAN JOSE KIWANIS CLUB is
looking for interested members to
repsteblish San Jose Circle K
Club Please call Richard Robinson at 534.1003
U S S BOXER RELMIQN
Father.
Granddad
your

Was

Uncle. Cousin, Brother or Friend
one of the 50,000 men who served
on the U S
Bower CV2I? 11 .0.
we ere having reunion In Pensacola. Florida In Oct The data. ere
10111. 111h. 121h 5 13th For more
into call John Pigman at (4151
656-1497

Nannies. 4546 El CarnIno Reel.
sante V. Los Altos. (415) 949-2933
staff
COUNSELOR DIRECT
CARE
needed at local residential twill.
tiers for young adults & adoles
cents with *diem 8 related di.,
bullies

Cali
Guide
ear A4250

Call

(4os)

NOW

CRUISESHIPS

HIRING

for

mer breaks Many positions Call
1.606612.7555 en 0-1062
EARN BIG BUCKS
Campus Connection, the top col.
lege magazine, needs ambitious
stud.ts Ginn great business rut
pen... earn up to 14.000 and
powerhouse your resume as you
sail ad specs and help publish
schoot edition

Campus

your
Connection provides enensive
training, materials, and suppori
We’ve worked euccessfully with
hundreds of students Full or part

Available your arse now

’49 DODGE CORONET, Nook, rune
greet, orig owner, under 100K
ml .52000 (415)948-1403

COMPUTERS
INFERNO OBS
8N1 300 12002400 baud. Macin
losh & IBM Wren., 25 phone
fines, multi-ueer chat

(4081 395-

3721. (408) 395-5379. 1408/ 921,9031 (41$) 964-6063. (415) 85667441.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE!! JANET JACKSON tickets
for April 26111 & 291h Beat offer
Cell (415)352-4081
SETS. BEDS. NEW’
Twin set $79 lull eel $89 queen
set 5139, king set $179 For both

MATTRESS

pieces! Bunkbede $99 Dey beds
5 pa bedroom set $199
peeks 574. dressers $79 cheats
benframee. defivery. (415)
199

745-0900

HELP WANTED
A FREE GIFT lust for celling,plus raise
O 1051,708111
III only 10 days Stu
dent groupstrats & sororities
needed for marketing project on
campus For details , your FREE
GIFT Group office. call 1.100785-0472
excInt
WORK
pay’ Assemble products st hon.
eat
WDetaile III 602-8384885,
EASY

4250
money

reeding

book., 532 000 year income potent. Detail. I n102638-8885
cot 1104250
ATTENTION GROWING SALES TEAM
needs sales rape IMMEDIATELY
Flea hr. Cell 720-0185

days a M. ALut ACTS. Inc
260 Meridian Ave . San Jose
STUDENT MAINTENANCE
ASSISTANT
positions needed in
Student Unlon
15-20 hrs per week Basic meskill. needed
Post
fiords) may become lull -time in

PERSONALS

chenical

Contact the Director’
Office, 3rd Floor. Student Union

my
STUDENTS‘ Start to wrn NOW with
my 7 -book business 511 Real re.

Center, 101h & San Carlos For
more into about other activities
call Father Bob Leger or Sigler

7, San Jose. Ca. 95112

processors. receptionists. genoffice and computer pro-

gremoners We *so recrull for
Pay rale.
technical positions
7ery depending on lob skills end
work coperience Call us TODAY

YOGA Tali service, you don’t have
to leave your pho. number . an
open line Call )406) 9662523 lor
II., details Call today! Someone
is wolfing to meal you! (40811415)
toll. If
only $2
976-2002 18

EARN $1000s weekly!’ Make 1500 for
100 envelopes stuffed
every
witaddressect stamped
envelope to Extra Income UMW.
lied P0 Box 64899. Chirp., ill
Send

606660899
EASY MONEY.’
Up to 57 00to elan
WEEKLY PAY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
All shifts available
Full time and Pert tir.
Positions in Santa C.a. Milpitas,
N San Jose
Medical Dental
Vacation Plan
1111111MOWII 9am 04 pm
Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scoff Blvd
(406 727.9793

lure Cell 9141340
IS HERE at the RUSTY
SCUPPER Business is booming!
accepted
being
Applications
Non-Fri
2 30prn-5 00pm.
1235
Oskmaad Pliwy Sunnyvale. call

SUMMER

404)243-2811
SUMMER JOBS!! Do you know how to
drive nail, saw board. glue pow
pipe, clean gutter. set fence
poet. and change bulb without
getting shocked? Do you know
which end of the brush goes in
the point? CMS PEOPERTIES. an
e xterior structure’ maintenance
firm lo hiring Most employees
start at 512 hr Permanent full

HOUSING

PLAN NOW FOR PAID employment In
the Fall 1990 semester If you
would like lo work wIth handPopped children In a school selling for up to 20 hours per W1111
newt who& year this Is your op.
portunity Pkh up an applicstion
form In Sweeney Hall 204 or the
Cooperative Education Offlow,
Building Q You trust be able to
work during school hours mornings end early aft wnoone
SECURITY OFFICERS...
NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY le hiring for holl
and pen time ...Mons
All ehifts wettable
CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR.. SANTA CLARA
Call 948-22838-4 PM tor Into
SECURITY OFFICERS
&corny officers end mese..
gem All shffte. FT PT, co will
train Opp* in person 24 hre, 7

FOR RENT large 2 lx1rm 2 bath remodeied clean and quiet Secu
Ply building. off street parking
laundry Isoilities, securtty en,
cerport, cable hook-up.
780 S 11th St (nr 280) 1725$825 no Call 256.9157, John or
Mod. Of please leen complete
hence

message
open minded
NonSmoker
MALE
roommate needed Inc 2 hr , 2 1 2
tretto Campbell townhouse. all
*monition Call MIKE et 37611124
ROOM FOR RENT 5188 mo,
priveleges 1 2 offil. 2 bike Iron
SJSU Co11971-2519
ROOMATE WARD. 4-15,2 bdrm apt S
lth St 1-1 2 Wks-camp. Mat
like cats; F prof 11210 mo leo last
4ep94616 50 297.3645
depootto BASE,
5200 per month.
MEW ROOM. close to compu
CaN 2153-0258

LOST& FOUND
THANKS TO THE PERSON who re
turned the PINK WALLET to LOST
& Found Dept I would itke to rneel
fou and thank you and I can be
contorted .1 534-1332
WATCH FOUND in SUREC
locker room Please cell (415) 656-

YENS

3663

,

til

1
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Classified
YOU
Creative Products & Services
Many typestyles and *reigns to
WU/Choose From$3/$$
WWSCall (406) 2316232911515

U S S BOXER REUNION
your Father. Grendded,
Uncle, Cousin, Brother or Friend
Wee

one of the 50.000 men who wenn
on the U SS Boyer CV21? If so,
we are having a minion In Penes
cols. Florida in Oct The date@ ere
101h. 111h, 12th & 13111 For more
into call John Piffnan at (4151
656-1497

SERVICES

1st when fi comes to your reports.
overtneed.
thesis.
resumes
filers?

Tutoring, consultation, billogra-

ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC

STUDENTS & PROFESSORS
cell Picture Perfect Desktop PubIlehIng and Design now for all
your word processing needs! We
have experience In Wordperfeci
- Venture DTP WORDSTAR Pe-

Unwanted

halm removed forever by specialist Confidential Your very own

gen..

Ana

pro. 247-7446. 335 5 Baywood
Ave San Jose

TWA ot.

ask about the TWA Getaway
credit card for you and your par,
ents Call ANDY 51 243-2630

We proof all our work and

(r). (4* reported in Consumer Reports. NY Times. & Lets Go. For
details call. (212)864-2000 or write
AIRHITCH. 2790 Broedway, Ste

NEW

ORLEANS JAZZ FESTIVAL)!
Plane ticket for sale 1354, April
26 -May 2 For more information

Wanted
SAN DIEGO for EASTER
people to .here expenses in prl
vats eIrcreft to SAN Diego on
April 7th A returning on April
12th Call Er* el (4061370-2435

Arlene

del

avail

Student
270

ServIces

ing. powerful graphics program
tor charts. grephs slides, over.
heads. And color too! Plus fast
turnaround and guaranteed work
Call now PAMELA at 946-3862
ACADEMIC TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES -’Need our help?
Ouallty and accuracy guaranteed
We re lest, depends/Is grammar.
both college grda Specialty in Science end all English
subjects for these., papers re,
ports, resumes. etc Free woo.
ling disk *forego 251-0449
vrar.

997.

Ica, etc Call

SPELCHEK

Isoln 984-5203 today!

LETTER QUALITY REPORTS, thesis
etc are way on professors lame
grade conscious graduate Very
reasonable rates

professional dependable service

Cell RAJU at

(408)2366759

CALL LINDA TODAY for esperlenwd
professional word processing
Thew.. term powers, group protects. etc All formate Including

LISA S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

APA Laser printer Oulck return

(408)964-5837
Term Papers Resumes

Transcription services ave.’.
Almaden Branahrn area
Phone

Reports

8 resume.
w grammar,

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!
Wordprocessing to its Mica caspell
printing,
Laser
pacity
checking, grsonmer check, edit-

3847

APA

eves Weekerld by appt Laser
printer Call ANNA - 972-4992

P U.

Quality guaranteed Com
pelitive rotes Term papers tape
transcription, resumes, theses
legal papers, mailing lists. graph

punctuation grammar assistance
All work guaranteed! Call PAM
247.2811,8 am-8prn Icor worryfrw

EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
or term papers. research protects

EDP
discounts
8014 EVELYN

please call (415) 967-3532

bonnets plus

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 Ior

pus

wpm

EXPERIENCED

papers, theses, letters etc Grad
Avallsble days 8 under -grad

wows. letters. mailings. etc
Spell grammar check Wordprocessing-WordPerfect 5 1 postscript laser printer Close to cam-

1269, or from the East Coast tor
no more then $180 with AIRHITCH

AND

wordprocessing’ Term paper. reports. group papers. resumes. let
tars, theses. etc Letter quality! All

Too many reports and not
onouoll time? RELAX end lei ME
do the TYPING!! Resumes, term

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS‘
Trust a pro Report., theses, re.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER?? Jet there anytime from
SFO or LAX for no more then

service

Grophic

Ia.., print In Call 923-3956

fere &WU students 10% off any
putillhed fare! Purchase your
student disc.nt cord now! Also

sons..

-Scanning

AAAH‘

TRAVEL
AIR FARE DISCOUNTS!

AFFORDABLE

AAAAHAO, LOWER RATES I, HIGHER
wIlsfectIont Are you perfection.

ph* materials. end editing serp
ices Final draught preporstIon
(415)8416036

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO? Mos
’co.
Hewett
Europe,
United
Statee? Call for low air laws Per

16$44BUTTONSI.$5415
CUSTOM DESIGNED & MADE 4

TYPING

EDITORIAL, RESEARCH SERVICES

100 Ness York, NY 1002S.

(415) 8124001

lots Office

FOR LEASE Downtown San Jose o1.
limo or retell store 1100 sq If
dower East Sante
51.000 ono
Clara St & 3rd St . Call 236-6424

Admin Support & Bilingual
English Japanese positions No
Feso PERSONA. (406)453-0505

Cell BRAINSTORM

(408)946-1995, Mr *spent

)401)734-5279

Engr

T-SHIRTS.’.
Earn money for your fraternity,
sorority, club or buel.se by selling silk-screened TShirto with
your design or logo

person -11120 Barber Lane, Milpitas -intersection 880 Montague

PART TIME DAY
Public echo& leather needed Ihie
fall for high quality donne...lel
co-op public schoM in Willow

PERSONA la part of an INTL NET.
WORK with office. worldwide In
the Bay Area. mire looking for
people interest. in Sales. Arc!

Bert any Mower 289-1371

HERITAGE HOTEL
THE
Front Office Position Fast pace,
people
Flex Evenings
work with
and weekends Plea., apply in

THE STUDENT UNION Is now hiring
for custodial postlions Pleaw
contact the Student Union DIrec

G len Campbell err* Call KELLY
at 377-1395 Application deadline
Is April 91h

PREGNANT? SJSU ALUMNI couple
wish lo adopt Financially secure
Lot’s of love to give Call Patti or

BEVERLY

ders, data entry end handling cus
tomer inquire. Skills should Include good phone personality.
basic typing skills and sell Innis
Me Will trsin Call Laurie at
SUPE R LOCOMOTION.

Sion Carlos For more information
about activities. call Rev Norb
Firnhaber .1 298.0204

Or, cross Gish San Jose

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM - $20-160
per hour, pert lir. A dream come
Clearbrook of California
true
looking for marketing reps Call

I1 -l1

any
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY mooning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center. 10th &

timers get over 130,000 annually
out More
plus medical Check
app.. 1474 Berger
Information

OFFICE ASSISTANT
FT PT Temp positions in our malt
order catalog company
Dulles include taking phone or-

, ...

Alta

111

-.

rvrAei’-

Roberts Bookstore
HAS ROMANCE GONE horn your life?
Now toucan find love, romance.
or adv.ture as easily as picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to

positions for your summer and fu

95948-0502

if

.

DE. LA. Oars 0-Chern. Phyolc.
etc 24 different books available et
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) 8

at (600)342.5111

Enterprises. Box 502, Gridley. C

1
VALID
wow&

Professors
from
FILES
throughout USA Ewan, problems
wit% professors own detailed solotions
Ave.’. for 8 engineering courses, Ea, Calculus.

Call ROBIN, Network Coordinator.

EARN EXTRA CASH easy & profitable
to sell Great hind raiser R &

Mil

1

FOAM

hwr six exciting messages from
quality people, or you can record
your own message And with 011f

time posthon available

NT

,

Judy Ryan et 298-0204

eral

STUDENTS.

.

Ill(
IT

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evening. at
8 30 & 8 00 PM, Campus Christi.

suits Free Detail. E Heriders.
Publicetlons, 146 S 10th St Ste

fee

.

- i

CATHOLIC

STUDENTS‘ Start to earn NOW wtth
my 7 book business kit Real re

for your summer or future employment Cell 964.1340. never s

Sok_&C\\
0

CHELGREN,

GWEN

R E, 559-3500. 1645 5 Bascom
HAIR
Campbell
Ace,
IC,
TODAY GONE TOMORROW"

colt. Free derails E Henderson
Publications, 146 S 101h St Ste

STUDENTS
WE WANT ’IOU FOR the job!
BEST PERSONNEL. necrults for’
data entry clerks typing, word

care"

Aaron Malchow
,,,,,,mor

etc I 15% discount to students lo
firculty Call before May 31,1990. &
the lel appointment lo 1 2 price
"Unwanted hair disuppears frith

Summer

7. San Jose, CA 95112

Funhouse

BARE IT ALL! Slop showing, waxing.
tweezing or using chemical clop* tones Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.
Mkintturnmy.moustec he-beck -

WE WANT YOU for the tob.
BEST PERSONNEL
recruits for clerical and technical

Santa Clore

Call 1-805-682-7555. ext. C-1255

Earn

56-9625 hr

448-3953

14024138-8445.

SEIZED CARS, TRUCKS. 4 -wheelers.
TV’s. stereos. furniture, compd.
er by DEA. FBI. IRS and U S cue.

ATTENTION

FT & PT poothone wail

Starting

AUTOMOTIVE

ATTENTION

AVAIL.

ABLE. Full & part fir. perms
rieni & summer positions References required Northern Calif

’ATTENTION-00Yr seized vehicles
from 1100 Fords, Mercedes. Corvettes, Chevy, Surplus Buyers

toms

POSITIONS

spring. Christmas ond next sum-

KNOW WHO IS WILLING to posy for

THE

ATTENTION-HIRING! Goff’ tolss your
are. 617640.569.485 Call 1-602
638-8885. col 114250

Thews

Personal Bus
Proposals

FestE a pen. DependWks
Night Saturdays Rush

264-4504

Located In the
Santo Clew San Jose Area
SERVICING

Will gladly assist
punctualion.
nd

YOUR

WORD

PRO-

CESSING and Graphic. neoed
Call KM. at Twitniselly Typing
(4041) 281-0750
Term Topers.
Theses etc Laser printer Free
growner spell punc check Rea-

sentence @nurture (knowledgable on Turablan, APA & Campbell
formers) Equipment used Word
Perfect & HPLaser 34111 Consider
able bulkiness ...nee and lor,
rner English
major
WILLOW

sonable rates, quick turnaround
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS

GLEN area

THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamill.
&
Winchester
Call
SHIRLEY at 379-3519 52 per page
minimum S pages

008)972.15W
TYPING WORD

PROCESSING
fast
occurs,. reasonable All types of
papers Spell checking and p1001
reeding Same day eon.. Betty

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades? Of course you are A
.atly typed paper get. s higher

247.8068. Santa Clara

grade Errottrow papers impress
profs For this quality, cell WRITE.
TYPE - (408(572-0430

WORD

EDITORIAL

SERVICES WPPagort
need polishing? Gel help from
Professional Tech
Editor with

PROCESSING letter quality
printing, copies, etc

CECILIA -(408) 22345102
Word
processing
$14 hr 5250
page whichever is ie.

English Degree Word Processing
all formats) and Desktop Publishing (rwumee,
newsletters

WORD PROCESSING TYPING
Journalism graduate

fliers, etc I Call PATRICIA in WIL

Free

LOW GLEN 14061 2865688 (146.

On campus every day
spelling
pUt101181101

grammar check
Lf printer
Al. Desktop Publishing

message).
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING! 125

1408)297,3978

401.61.1MMIMMIUMMEMMIIMISMINININIMEMMIIIIMMIIMIIMIIIMIMININI 1=14*

Print Your Ad Here
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Ad Rates

Minimum three lines on one day

111

Three
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
$5 80
$530
3 L mos $4 30
4 Lines $530
$630
$680
$7 70
$7 30
5 lIneS $630
58 70
6 Lines $770 58 25
Each Additional Line Add $1 00

Four
Days
$605
$705
$805
$895

Five
Days
$635

30

$8 25
$925

Elich
Extra
Day
$1 10
$1 30
$I 45
$I 60

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-14 Lines $77 00
5-9 Lines $5500
15 Plus Lines $9900

Phone 924-3277

Circle Ciakstrkskon
Announcements

a

iii

111

Greek

Services

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers

Housing

F or Sale

lost P. Found
Personal

Travel
Typing

2221
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1

1

I

1
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Print Name
Address

Phone

City P. State

Ztp

Enclosed .s $ _ _

Automotive

if

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

ne,

Classified Omit Located inside WLN102

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Theft: Three youths suspected of burglary
rant page I
White said
Some of the items were taken by
(Pt) in an effort to get fingerprints for
identification White said he and his roommates hoped to have the items back sometime Tuesday.
The truck keys were taken front the
apartment’s kitchen counter and were
lound in the ignition, Staley said.
I’he intruders knew which truck belonged to Robin Djordjevich. White’s
roommate, because there was a controller
tor the truck’s alarm on the keychain.
White said.
"It was easy to tind the truck that
way because it makes a beep when you ha
the button to turn it oil. White said
All the robbers had to do was hit the
button and see which vehicle made the single beep.
According to White, the truck’s stereo was halfway out of the dash and the
burglars were apparently trying to remove
a power booster amplifier as well.
(11,1) passed out fliers at Spartan Village on Sunday night describing the incident and asking for help in locating the un-

have been slashed in the Humboldt Street
identified suspects
According to l’Plt Jevons.Rn of the parking lot.
"I make it a policy not to discuss
suspects were described as Hispanic juveniles between the ages of 14 and 17 and anything that happens here with any newspaper to keep it consistent." Morales said.
weighing about 120 pounds.
The residents of the village received a
Both have black hair and are 5 feet 6
inches tall. One was wearing red sweat message Monday night shortly before 8
p.m. informing them that maintenance
pants, the other, blue jeans
No physical description was available workers would be out Tuesday to put
"nails in the window jams" to prevent the
!Or the third suspect.
Voice mail messages were also left possiblity of someone lifting out the winon all Spartan Village telephones warning dow.
Also, the residents were told that
residents to make sure &tors and windows
there would be a security program held
are kept locked.
’Fhe message also said that Spartan Wednesday in response to the recent wave
illage Resident Director D.J. Morales of crimes.
Another message was left 15 minutes
was scheduled to meet with (PD Chief
kic Aheyta Monday afternoon to discuss later by Morales. It told residents to watch
for a white sedan that was seen Monday
the situation.
Details of that meeting were not cruising around the parking lot from noon
to 12:50 p.m.
as iffiable and Morales would not comment
on the break-in or any of the other recent
The director said she believed the car
was checking out the parked vehicles.
incidents at the complex.
The car was an all -white older model.
Recently Spanan Village has been the
wow: ot other thefts and acts of vandalism possibly a Chevy Impala. A Hispanic man
about 18 to 25 years old was seen driving
as well.
Several hicycles have recently been it. the message said. He may be the third
stolen from apartment patios and car tires suspect in the burglary, Staley said.

Bishops support women
but not in the priesthood
NEW YORK (API A draft des
ligation by U.S. Roman Catholic bishops comes down square on the side of
women, but backs off from pushing for
their ordination.
Men and women "are equal in dignity before God and before one another." the proposed declaration
stresses. and "incapacity to deal with
women as equals" indicates lack of fitness for the priesthood.
Women have been slighted by
"sexist patterns." and should have
more equitable roles in leadership,
ministry, teaching and policy-making."
says the revised draft distributed to
bishops on Monday.
Nonetheless, it reiterates the
church’s stand against admitting
women to the priesthood, and instead
calls for more dialogue.
Many women regard the ban as ex-

r-

The A.S. Program Board Presents:

Wednesday Night Cinema

Tear
down
a wall

Short Term Commitments
Long Term Gains

Come hear a free Christian Science lecture
on prayerful resolution of conflict.

EMI %%11111: s,11 Is .111 \ 1.1kt .1
.tqouttent stIll s .Itit,11,

GOD’S LOVE DOESN’T
TAKE SIDES
Given by Ann C. Stewart of Los Altos, Cal.
11:30 AM Thursday, April 5, 1990
SJSU Student Union - Guadalupe Room

April 4, 1990 Morris Dailey Aud. 7 & 10 p.m. $2.00
PROGRAMBOARD Virg%
Lirid,c1

hy

A

I ’ ttkiont,.

t tf

Mrs. Stewart is a member of the Christian Science Board of Lectureship.

Divisi ll

Sponsored by the Chnstian Science Organication at it.,, Jose Slaw University.

I ’II 11

1

mom ,1111) call 924-6261.

Yours Will Be

For every two bowls your friends order:
Yours will be free!
515 S. 10th Street
Downtown San Jose
Corner of 10th and William
(408) 279-3060
Offer expires 4/30/90
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UCK = ANY DRINK
DATE VALID

Sun. - Wed.

191524 Sicuu.

I .1111 5.551

t.

.11 1k1 1.!.1111 %.1111.11,1C

\

I BUCK PER DRINK
NO CASH VALUE

WE TRUST

upertino OW11725-0515

,

p.55

It it,r,

snhA

011 Ills’ 1.,1

Western

TEMPORARY SERVICEL

THE

PERFECT

FIT

Pick up a Student Discount Card at either the
Cupertino or Fremont Uno’s and get 25% off your
order M-F, 1:30-5:00P.M. or 10% off anytime
(excluding alcoholic beverages).
Offer expires 12/31/90
Cupertino
Fremont
(408)973-1466 (415)794-3595

ssst... Do you enjoy Vietnamese foods? Then
bring yourself to the Pho Hoa Restaurant
where you will be served with a fortifying bowl
of Vietnamese beef noodle soup called "Pho".
The soup will be boiling, delicately seasoned
with Oriental herbs and garnished with a
generous tangle of noodles, bean sprouts,
fresh coriander, and peppermint,....It’s delicious!
And it will be quick too. In fact, Pho is intended
for the exhausted students, like yourselves who
do not have much time, yet need a hearty lunch
to last until late dinner.
Pho also fits a student budget: $3.55 to $4.25
for a complete lunch. It is no wonder the
Mercury News calls Pho Hoa the best bargain
in town.
Right now, you can enjoy our special discount:

ausb.1 "wane

Ilts..lks

Yes, Uno’s cares about our nation’s number one
resource; the students of today becoming the future
of tommorrow. Uno’s cares by offering you:

FREE!

_
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Stop in and .uk tor vow Lonwhittent.it ;toil. to So...,,tol
hiterviewing Klok let. I. Ker
"flues nvothlu isk
San Jose: M4I Blo,ons Hill Rd.. Suitt =2121)
(408) 46 7700
1999 South Ilauont As , Suite .1001
(408) 171 7171
97 Metro DTIVe
HOS) 1i: 1911
Sunnyvale: 657 Town St ( :outury
01081245-050
TellIptlT.11A

Elie toneliest ellois is are made with ilic hedri

(. lusting them from church "governance
and authoritative teaching." the draft
said, hut it defended the practice as that
()I Jesus and his apostles.
It ’is not arbitrary, nor is it rooted
in a siew that women are inferior as
persons." the draft said. "We pray that
disagreement will not cause anyone to
take leave of the church...
On a related matter, the draft urges
the Vatican to speed up study of admitting women to the deaconate. historically a preliminary step to the priesthood for men, and to "the lay
ministries" of lectors and readers of
Scripture at worship services.
The Vatican should also examine
further whether girls can be acolytes. or
altar girls.
"We encourage participation by
women in all liturgical ministries that
do not require ordination.

\.

TICKM GO ON SALE SON. OPRIL 8
Cinco de Featurung
Mayo theConcert
Celebration
Electrufying

LOS LOS
1
WICIsiffolori
FRIA ci,g,T,76:!loultri coRtm
POTIIENTIC MEXICP11 FOODS COMPIONITI OWNI1ITION INFO. BOOTHS
FESTIVITIES BEGIN Al 5:30 p.m.. CONCERT 72 p. m. to 112 p.m. AT THE NEW SLIREC ARENA, 7TH 8 SAN CARLOS, SAN JOSE
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL BAS,SiTICKETMASTER OUTLETS. 919.50 9 922.50 IN ADVANCE CHARGE BY PHONE 998-BASS

SAT. MOY ’5’1990

A PORTION OF THE PROCEEDS WILL BENEFIT EL TEATRO CAMPESINO’S BUIL DtNG FUND 5 LOCAL Ft!SPANIC ORGINIZATIONS

CHARGE BY

0

PHONE I 408 -998 -BOSS
BS

EL
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KICU TV
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